At first the Trained Internationally Licensed Biofeedback therapist will ask you some questions about your lifestyle. The therapist is trained to help advise you on proper eating, exercise and other behaviors to maximize performance in school and in sport.

The therapist will put the bio-electro harness onto the client. Carbon impregnated rubber Bands attach comfortably and safely to head, ankles, wrists SCIO, Indigo or Eductor.

The device will measure EEG, ECG, EMG, GSR and EPR / TVEP, while doing CES, MTENS, and EWH. Measuring EEG, ECG takes no input. Once we measure the base Electro-Potential of the body we can now start input of a signal at an Electro-Potential near their own base level. If a strong electrical signal comes into contact with the body there is a shield function activated to resist the signal. This protects us from electrical stimulus in our environment. If we send signals into the body at the base rate we can trickle into the body electrons if needed. Most people are slightly acidic and need electrons to stabilize them. This trickle charge allows for the input beneath the surge protection of the body. You will feel nothing but relaxed and stress reduction.
Inputting such a small harmless signal makes this therapy safe and effective. Very few people can ever even feel the therapy.

The micro-current should not even be felt if it is done right. It should not hurt. If done right it should not be felt. The SCIO/Eductor technology measures the body electric and then sends in a compatible signals. This is like taking a bath when the water is at skin temperature. It will not be felt. When we do this we can now trickle in electrons into the body without setting of the body’s excess electrical field detectors. These shut down electrical interface to protect the body from electrical surges like our bathrooms surge detector does.

Acting at small safe levels we work at natural levels of Electro-Potential. This allows us to awaken brain function, hormone regulation and other functions. At this small safe DC pulse stimulation osmosis is balanced and improved and all functioning is enhanced.

Decades of medically supervised research published in peer reviewed medical journals has proven that this therapy improves mental acuity, math ability, insight, oxygenation, strength, coordination, stamina and other functions by anything from 5% to 20%. Weak cellular electro-membrane functioning. The next diagram shows a weak electro-potential of cellular membranes. Toxic environments, bad diet, bad behavior, electro-smoke and other factors create this weak cellular electro-potential. Nutrients have difficulty coming into the cell, toxins have difficulty leaving.
The trickle charge of the Eductor, Indigo, and SCIO GSRtDCs allows the system to autofocus the body electric variables of the VARHOPE (Voltage, Amperage, Resistance, Hydration, Oxygenation, Ph). This improves osmosis, nutrition in and detox out. Everything works a bit better. How much better?? Well, research shows about 5 to 27% better. The therapist monitoring the process helps increase safety.

This improvement is mostly beneath verbal conscious detection. Thus very few people can feel it. And the difference is also subtle and most often not felt at all. But we can measure the increase in a number of physiological functions like sport and learning performance. You will feel relaxed, Not stimulated like a cup of coffee does in artificially giving caffeine. Your brain and body will work better naturally so you will feel less effort in memory and less tension in tasks. More of a “Tune Up” than a “Pick Me Up”.

The first session effects last for a day to maybe 3 days if you are very healthy. After four or five 30 to 40 minute sessions, we find the effect can last for quite some time, even up to 6 months. So daily use is not needed. In fact it can be harmful.
A licensed therapist is truly needed to monitor the process for safety efficiency and efficacy. A twice a year tune-up can be helpful or if there is a special test or challenge a tune-up can help. What Will You Feel??? Well, you will feel better and perform better.

Does this make you a superhuman??? Well not unless you were close to a superhuman to begin with. This therapy makes an F student into a C-D student, a D student will improve. The amount of improvement is also contingent on the amount to behavior you can change among other variables.

We do know that a monitored GSRTDCs therapy is safe and effective for most people. It is worth you looking into if you want to be a bit better than you are now.

**Simple Math**

5 GSRTDCs x 40 min therapy makes

18% improvement in Math
15% improvement in Memory
15% improvement of Insight

Take a Chance, Your Children Deserve a Chance at a Better Life
It is scientific fact that when a low level voltage and micro-current pulse is applied to the body osmosis, enzyme activity, and healing are increased. The SCIO will let the patient’s body electric autofocus a harmonic pulse to maximize this effect. This current applied to the cranium has been shown to stimulate the learning process and increase memory retention, and learning. There is published research on these therapies. The new world of energetic medicine can help you to learn twice as much in half the time comfortably and easily.
pictures on China, AC Milan, San Antonio Spurs, Dennis Johnson

The first sport study with the Quantum Xtraid technology was on members of the Cleveland Browns football team in 1988. The results were amazing and all of the participants went all Pro over the next five years. Having worked with the power lifting team of Hungary in 1991 they went from moderate to gold medal performance.

AC Milan bought some systems and their injury level dropped 91%. This was because the system can stimulate and accelerate healing of injured tissue. They asked for us to develop the device to sharpen the athletic skills of the clients. With this in mind we developed a way to sharpen coordination endurance and strength. AC Milan won the European championship the next two years. We worked with Dennis Johnson ex twice NBA MVP in the San Antonio Spurs system. The results were amazing.

The Chinese Olympic team had us do a study. Out of their 487 athletes in the 2008 Olympic Games they assigned 150 of the sick, old, weak, and tired to us. The study was to see if we could repair injured tissue and get an athlete back onto the field. The results were astounding. Out of the hundred medals won by the Chinese our 30% of the injured performers won 33 % of the medals. Our athletes were not supposed to win. And because of this Desire’ was awarded an honorary Gold medal.

Sports medicine has entered the energetic arena. There are those who want to win and they differ from those who want to conform.

Some of the best cyclists in the world have used the SCIO to win championships.